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˃ Size matters 

˃ Legal environment matters 

˃ Education matters 

˃ Recruitment matters 

˃ Priorities matter 

TW Bratislava CSR Activity 



˃ Advisory to Minister of Justice on Reforms 2017 and to Ministry of 

Economics on Start-ups 

˃ Restart Slovakia (Building Hope, chcemvediet.sk, startlab.sk), iKid 

˃ Transparency International Slovakia, Via Iuris, Alliance Fair Play, Stop 

Corruption Foundation, Jingling for Change 

˃ Bzan case 

˃ Transparent Slovakia, ISA, Board Membership: Open Society Fund 

˃ Progressive Slovakia, Most/Hid, advisory to communal politicians/on 

communal issues 

˃ elsa, Summer Stages 

˃ Supporting independent media 

 

Examples 



"It is extremely important that partners of highly 

professional legal firms provide their views on 

problems of the country in which they live and 

place them in a broader context. This is how I 

see the approach of TaylorWessing." 

Zuzana Čaputová, attorney cooperating 

with Via Iuris 



"In situations when the rule of law in Slovakia 

is under threat, it is very remarkable that there 

are still cases when law is practiced here by 

people who have not given up their values and 

faith in the power of legality and the path of the 

law." 

Zuzana Wienk, Aliancia Fair Play 



"They have proven that success and 

competence go perfectly well together with 

integrity and audacity." 

Pavol Žilinčík, former legal and political 

advisor of the US Embassy in Bratislava 



"What I really value about these lawyers is the 

fact they do not take their profession solely as 

a business, but with their expertise and media 

presence they have been trying to change 

Slovakia into a country with reduced level of 

corruption and enhanced rule of law." 

Gabriel Šípoš, Transparency International  



"I can rely on them to provide advice on any 

topic related to law. I always get more than just 

simple answers to my questions. Due to this 

fact, I could cover a lot of important issues that 

I would not have been able to write about 

without the special readiness of their team." 

Adam Valček, daily newspaper SME 



Taylor Wessing’s international offices offer clients integrated international solutions, but are established as distinct legal entities registered as separate law practices in their jurisdictions. 

For further information about our offices and the regulatory regimes that apply to them, please refer to www.taylorwessing.com and www.rhtlawtaylorwessing.com. 

Americas 

United States: New York* | Menlo Park* 

Asia 

China: Beijing* | Shanghai*  

Hong Kong: Hong Kong 

Indonesia: Jakarta 

Singapore: Singapore 

South Korea: Seoul 

Vietnam: Ho Chi Minh City | Hanoi 

Europe 

Austria: Vienna | Klagenfurt* 

Belgium: Brussels 

Czech Republic: Prague | Brno* 

France: Paris 

Germany: Berlin | Düsseldorf |  

Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich 

Hungary: Budapest 

Netherlands: Amsterdam | Eindhoven 

Poland: Warsaw  

Slovakia: Bratislava 

Ukraine: Kiev 

United Kingdom: London | 

London Tech City | Cambridge 

Middle East 

Saudi Arabia: Riyadh | Jeddah 

UAE: Dubai 


